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Package Crack and ActivatorIsoform specific effects of the dual cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor
roscovitine on interleukin-2 induced CD4 and CD8 T-cell proliferation. Roscovitine, a cyclin-
dependent kinase inhibitor, was found to be a potent inhibitor of T-cell proliferation. The effect was
not due to nonspecific toxic effects. Roscovitine blocked the proliferation of both CD4 and CD8 T-
cells induced by IL-2. Studies with a panel of potent, selective, reversible inhibitors of CDKs showed
that roscovitine inhibited cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (Cdk2) and Cdk1 but not Cdk4. However, we
also show that the mechanism of inhibition of T-cell proliferation by roscovitine is not simply due to
decreased Cdk1 activity. Our results show that roscovitine increases the association of cyclin-Cdk
complexes with their inhibitory protein, Cks1.Q: Import an existing jar file to codehaus Sonar plugin
on IntelliJ I have already a Sonar server with an existing Sonar plugin that contains some *.war files.
Now I want to import those war files to codehaus Sonar plugin. How can I do that? I just found but I
can't see any way to connect the Sonar server with Sonar plugin. A: Sonar Plugin is provided
separately from the Sonar Server by a Sonar connector plugin. It provides easy way to configure
Sonar from IntelliJ : During import Sonar server configuration will be downloaded. If you want to
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